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Jason Morrison
Producer Mr Darren Flynn 02 9930 9973

Audience

Interview with Dr David Skellern, Co- Founder of Radiata Morrison says
innovation, scientists, medical researchers and engineers have made
Australia what it is. Skellern and his colleagues developed wireless internet,
and today he was made an Officer in the General Division of the order of
Australia. He says they took theory and made it reality, making systems
smaller, more efficient and affordable. he studied science and electrical
engineering at Sydney University, he eventually moved to Macquarie
University to teach, and began work on wireless LAN with the CSIRO. He
then commercialised the idea, co-founding the company, Radiata. Cisco
bought Radiata, and have used the technology to capture 60% of the
enterprise market and build their business. He believes in the NBN project,
and the need for a wire network across the country, mixed with a wireless
capability. He discuses how his work at NICTA was to help build Australia's
ability to use internet connections and information technology.
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Audience

Murray talks about the term 'cultural identity', saying many people believe
Aus has lost their cultural identity, and also the struggle to discover just what
that means. Dr Steve D'Alessandro Macquarie University, has studied the
issue and he comments a new cultural identity is currently being created,
saying Australia Day was originally Empire Day, and things have changed
since then. He points to the regional differences in celebrating Australia Day,
saying WA takes it very seriously. He believes it is important that Aus has a
national cultural identity especially from a business perspective, and Murray
comments that Qantas trades on Australian cultural identity, but this is almost
under attack as they are outsourcing jobs to Asia. D'Alessandro comments
that the stranding of customers did not help the brand, adding it was a
marketing disaster. Murray asks if Qantas is still an Australian company to
which D'Alessandro answers the company needs to rethink their employment
policies. D'Alessandro comments on immigration issues and Australian
reluctance to accept change and this created tensions immigrants. He also
the renewed interest in ANZAC day and Gallipoli form Gen Y, and he
believes this maybe due to how it is taught at school.
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